EXECUTIVE ORDER
NUMBER THIRTY-TWO

TO: HEADS OF ALL STATE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

RE: RESCISISON OF EXECUTIVE ORDER NUMBER SIXTY-FIVE

WHEREAS, Executive Order Number Sixty-five was duly signed by Governor Sherman W. Tribbitt and attested to by the Secretary of State on January 21, 1975; and

WHEREAS, Executive Order Number Sixty-five established the Delaware Committee on the School Decision to assist in implementing the decision in the case of Evans v. Buchanan; and

WHEREAS, it is the intention of the Executive Department to establish an entity with a substantially different composition and responsibilities from that of the Delaware Committee on the School Decision at such time as a final plan for implementation is evolved.

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Pierre S. du Pont IV, by the authority vested in me as Governor of the State of Delaware do hereby declare and order as follows:

1. The Committee on the School Decision is hereby abolished.

2. Executive Order Number Sixty-five of Governor Sherman W. Tribbitt and dated January 21, 1975 is hereby rescinded in its entirety.

APPROVED this 25th day of October, 1977

Pierre S. du Pont IV
Governor

ATTEST:

[Signature]
Secretary of State